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Question 01

Prove that the following language is decidable by constructing (high level) Turing Ma-
chines which decide the language.

ADFA = {hB,wi | B is a DFA that accepts input string w}

1

LetTbe the decider for ADFA.
our claim!

1 ="On input<B, wS:

1. Simulate w on B.

2. Ifend in an acceptstate, accept.
Ifend in a non-accept state, reject."

We can now use a proofofcorrectness to prove our decider + for ADFA

ProofofCorrectness

Take any string W.

=> a) suppose Baccepts W. Then w enc on an accept state,
by definition!

So T accepts B.W.

-> b) Suppose / accepts B.w. Then wendedon an accept state,
So B accepts W.

=> c) Suppose B does notacceptW.
Note:Itis importantto

go both ways!
Write the proofyourself!

-> d) Suppose T rejects B.W.

Write the proofyourself!

Furthermore, since B is a DFA, we will never run into an infinite loop when simulating it,
so I will always halt.



Question 02

Prove that the following language is decidable by constructing (high level) Turing Ma-
chines which decide the language.

EDFA = {hAi | A is a DFA and L(A) = ;}

3

Let 5 be the decider for EDFA

3:"On inputA:

1. Markthe startstate.

2.Mark each state with an incoming
transition from a marked state.

3. Repeatstep 2 until no new states are marked.

4. Ifan accept state is marked, reject.
Ifno acceptstates are market, accept."

Proofofcorrectness

We note thataccept statewill only be
marked ifandonly if liff) We can reach the

accept state() by following transitions from the startstate (and no accept
is markediffwe

cannotreach
any accept

state from the startstate).

Furthermore, the language ofa DFA is empty iffwe
cannotreach any accept

state from the start (and

the language ofthe DFAis non-empty iffwe can reach an acceptstate).

Idea

a,b

> 90
7 9, ·where SPA =5590,9,3, 3a,33,5,90,333

DFA EDFA

Symbol for
there fora 3. IfN is a DFA, then ...

LIN) =0 iff& accepts.

LIN) =0 iff a rejects.

Lastly, 3 always halto since N is a DFA and there are a

finite amountofstates.



Question 03

Prove that the following language is decidable by constructing (high level) Turing Ma-
chines which decide the language.

EQDFA = {hA,Bi | A and B are DFAs and L(A) = L(B)}
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Consider the following: we need to show

both cases!

If ((A) =((B), then L

(A)M((B)) =0 (i.e., everything in LCA) mustbe in L(B))

(L(A)A((B)) =
0 Si.e., everything in L(B) mustbe in LA)(

30,
(L(A) ((B)(0(x(A) 1((B)) =0

LetP be the decider for EQBFA.

p ="On inputA,B.
1. Construct DFAC such that((c) =(((A)&L(B) ) U (r(A) 1 ((B)).

Note:

venotecanbeconstructedsineregular languages are closedunder

2. Run 3 on inputc.
3.If3 accepts, accept.
If3 rejects, reject."

Remember that((C) =0 iff((A) =((B).

Thus, 3 accepts iffL(A)=((B).

Thus, A accepts iffL(A)=2(B).
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Bonus

Aim =5 M,w M is a
TM andM accepts w3

Let S recognize Atm.

S:"On inputM,U:

1. Simulate M on inputW.

2. IfM reaches an acceptstate, accept.
IfM reaches a rejectstate, reject. "M
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Bonus: Reductions in English

Problem A:

Problem B:

We will reduce A to B!

Note: Obviously there is no real relationship between A and B. But often in reductions, 
you still need to find a way to relate two seemingly unrelated problems, so this is valid.

<CA) =35 5

is a person and 5 moves to Germany'
L(B) =3 F F is a TM and F accepts only cats3

We create a turing machine c
C:"On inputX:

1. Ifxis a cat, accept.
2. IfXis nota cat:

a) Ifmoves to Germany, reject.
b) IfP does notmove to Germany, accept."

What
is the language ofC ifP moves to Germany?

ifp don'tmove to Germany?

We can use this to solve ((1) =3pp moves to Germany3!

TMA ="On inputP.

1. ConstructTMC.

C:"On inputX:

1. Ifxis a cat, accept.
2. IfXis nota cat:

a) Ifmoves to Germany, reject.
b) IfP does notmove to Germany, accept."

2. Run F on inputc
a) IfFaccepts, accept.
b) IfF rejects, reject. "
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